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INTRODUCTION 

During 1947, the city of Northtown was the scene of an experimental 

self-survey of the conditions of minority groups in the community. The 

survey was conducted by members of the community under the direction of 

a Sponsoring Committee made up of representatives of sixteen community 

organizations. The work was done with the technical assistance of the 

Commission on Community Interrelations of the American Jewish Congress (CCI). 

The members of the Sponsoring Committee submit this report of their 

activities and findings to the sixteen organizations which delegated 

them to take part in the survey. 

Before going into the body of the report, we believe it may be help- 

ful to review briefly the history, aims, scope and methods of the study. 

Why Th.- Survey Was Undertaken  

The Commission on Community Interrelations of the American Jewish 

Congress, like other organizations working in the same field, receives 

requests from communities all over the country for advice and help in 

conducting surveys of minority group conditions. The Commission is 

interested in developing methods by which such communities can conduct 

their own surveys. 

It has long been recognized that accurate knowledge of the community 

and its practices is needed in order to approach community problems in- 

telligently. Facts, and not hearsay, about the status of minority group 

members in the community provide an invaluable guide to those interested 

in taking action where it will do the most good. 

To find out the facts, surveys have been conducted in a number of 

American cities by groups of sociologists from universities and insti- 

tutes. The survey method has been successful in obtaining full and 

accurat.3 information. 
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But these surveys by experts have not been successful in one important 

respect: they seldom penetrate into the life of the community. The experts 

come, plan the work, collect data, and write a long technical report. The 

experts leave; the report is filed and forgotten. 

A survey is much more likely to become a part of the life of the 

commuty if it is pia:Inca, carried out and reported by the members of the 

community themselves, with a minimum of consultation with outside experts. 

Such a SELF-SURVEY has the added advantages of being inexpensive and of 

being feasible even in communities where the services of experts are not 

available, 

a.,!ver, ordinary citizens carrying out a ,.:urvey of their community 

do need some technical gutlance. They need to know how to organize the 

survey, what are the best methods of getting the information they need, 

how the multitude of details they discover can be put together to give 

an integrated picture of their community. CCIls aim was to rrepare a 

kind of blueprint that can be used by any interested community--a manual 

of what to do and how to do it. 

Such a manual cannot be composed at a desk in an office. It must be 

based on actual experience in a community, to see whether the methods 

which have been successful in the hands of experts can be used by ordi-

nary citizens in a community, or whether they must be modified. CCI 

cooperated in the Northtown self-survey as a kind of "pilot study" on 

which recommendations for procedure in other communities can be based, 

Because of this experience, communities all over the country will be able 

to get an accurate picture of minority group conditions independently, 

quickly Ind inexpensively. 
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Why Yorthtown Was Selected  

COI had certain requirements for the site of its model self-survey: 

A small city, of about 25,000 to 50,000, was desirable. The location 

had to be convenient to .New York City, where CCIls office is situated. 

Yet the city was to have a full community life of its own. The minority 

group population had to be at least as large as it is in the country as 

a whole. Most of all, the citizens had to be willing to cooperate in 

carrying out the project. 

Northtown was among the cities which came nearest to the ideal. It 

is a city of 40,000, with its own community organizations and community 

life. The decision to conduct the model survey in Northtown was made 

after 2ocal organizations showed serious intere.t and willingness to 

nut time and effort into the experiment. Northtown was not selected 

because it had any particularly serious problems or because there had 

been any trouble, but simply because it is a representative and co- 

operative city and therefore a good place to try out methods of carrying 

out a survey intended for use in similar cities. 

Who Participated in the Survey  

Two groups of community members were active in the survey: the 

Sponsoring Committee and a corps of volunteers. 

The Sponsoring Committee had primary responsibility for conducting 

the s.  fvey and deciding all matters of policy, from approving the methods 

of fact-finding to planning the analysis and this final report. It also 

secured the volunteers needed. Effort was made to set up a committee 

which would be representative of all major sections of the organized 

community--business and labor, minorities, social agencies, women's 

clubs, etc. The sixteen sponsoring organizations were each invited to 
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send three delegates to the Committee. These organizations were: 

Bus.Lness and Professional Women's Club 

Central Labor Body (A. F. of L.) 

Central Veterans Committee 

College Club 

Community Council 

Community Relations Committee of the Chamber of Commerce 

Congress of Industrial Organizations 

Council For World Friendship 

Council of Church Women 

Council of Jewish Organizations 

(:-nior League 

League of Women Voters 

Lions Club 

Ministers Association 

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

Soc._ety of Friends 

(A list of the delegates is given in the appendix, item I.) 

The corps of volunteers was made up of 73 citizens of Northtown, 

recruited by the Sponsoring Committee. It was this group which did the 

plain hard work which goes into a project of this sort. They went through 

training in data collection, conducted the various types of interviews 

through which information was secured, did some of the office jobs such 

as collecting and checking in completed interviews, etc. All of the 

findings in the report which follows are based on the data collected by 

these volunteers. (Their names appear in the appendix, item II.) 

- sub-committee of the Sponsoring Committee was responsible for the 
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preparation of this report. This sub-committee was divided into four 

units, each of which worked on one section of the report. The chairmen 

of these four units, with the chairman of the sub-committee, formed the 

Editorial Committee, which reviewed the entire report. (A list of members 

of the sub-committee appears in the appendix, item III.) 

The Minority Groups Studied 

The survey in Northtown deals with two minority groups: Negroes and 

Jews. This model survey was limited to two groups in order to simplify 

the problem of working out methods. The Negro and Jewish groups were 

chosen for the model survey because they are the two minorities of which 

the nation generally is most aware. It happens that these are the largest 

minorities in Northtown: Negroes constitute 12% of the population, and 

Jews, 95. However, there are other minority groups in Northtown which 

were omitted from this study to simplify the procedure. 

Since there are many minority groups in our country, communities 

which use the self-survey manual will study the conditions of those 

minorities with which they are most concerned. The methods developed 

are evally applicable in studying the status ary groups, such as 

religious minorities, Oriental Americans, or Slavic ,groups. 

The Areas of Community Life Studied  

The Northtown survey is concerned with the conditions of Jews and 

Negroes in four areas: employment, housing, education, and public facilities  

and services. 

Employment, housing and education are the aspects of organized 

community life which most vitally affect the individual or group. They 

are basic and must be included in any survey of community conditions. 

However, individuals in a community may be concerned with other 
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aspects of community life. Large-scale surveys may cover such areas as 

social services, hospitals and clinics, other health facilities, the inter-

group practices of religious organizations, public and private recreational 

agencies, hotels and restaurants, civic organizations, public adminis-

tration (licensing, enforcement of ordinances, etc.) and public informa-

tion services. Several of these possible areas--hotels and restaurants, 

commercial recreational facilities, and the practices of doctors--were 

included in the Northtown survey. Since none of these was studied in 

great detail, they are all presented under the single heading of Public  

Facilities and Services, which is the fourth section of this report. 

r:,.e model survey was kept as uncomplicated as possible in order to 

come out with a self-survey manual which would be generally applicable 

and easy to use. It was therefore somewhat limited in its coverage of 

areas other than the three basic ones. 

How th,-  Information Was Secured  

The material in this report was secured through interviews conducted 

by the volunteers. The interviews were based on questionnaires care-

fully worked out to study the areas under consideration. 

Two types of interviews were conducted. The first were interviews 

with a representative sample of families in Northtown: white non-Jewish, 

Negro, and Jewish. The second were interviews with a representative 

sample of executives in the various areas; i.e., employers, real estate 

dealers, school administrators, etc. The samples were selected according 

to recognized sampling methods. (The sampling procedure is described in 

the appendix, item IV.) The findings in the report are based exclusively 

on the objective information obtained through these two types of interviews. 
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Three Points to Keep in Mind in Reading the Report  

1. This report describes actual living conditions of Negroes and Jews, 

as compared with majority group members, in Northtown today. In-

formation about their employment, housing, education and access to 

other public facilities was secured both from members of representa-

tive families and from executives in these four areas. The survey  

was not concerned with how people in Northtown feel about Negroes  

and Jews. Nor was it, on the other hand, concerned with how Negroes 

a Jews feel about their living conditions or about majority group 

members. 

However, we could not learn the facts directly, but only as 

people told them to us. For example, we could not ask a man to let 

us see his pay envelope and count how much money was in it; instead, 

we P.sked him how much he earned. We couli not ask an employer to 

show us his employment records or to let us go through his factory 

counting the number of employees; we asked him how many employees he 

had and how many of them were Negroes or Jews. Mostly we asked people 

to tell us facts such as these. We never asked about their attitudes 

or feelings. One or two questions, however, involved peoplels 

opinions about what the facts were. For example, we 

what they thought of the quality of work their Negro 

ployees did; on the other hand, we asked Negroes and 

they thought there were any firms in Northtown which 

tilem. The purpose of such questions was to find out 

situation looked the same to everybody, and, if not,  

asked, employers 

and Jewish em-

Jews whether 

would not hire 

whether the 

to get as close 

as possible to the objective facts by looking at them from as many 

different angles as possible. 
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2. The "majority group of white non-Jews represents many different 

kinds of people. Included in it, for example, are Italian and 

Polish families, both of whom might well be considered additional 

minority groups in Northtown. In comparing the conditions 7f Negroes 

and Jews with those of the majority group, it must always be remem-

bered that some families who have been included in the majority 

group may live under less adequate conditions than those who are 

commonly thought of as the majority group. Therefore, the picture 

of majority group conditions may be somewhat lower than it would be 

if "majority group" had been defined as including only American-

born white non-Jews. 

3 Do not take figures too literally. It is true that all figures are 

based on actual interview data, and that interviewees were carefully 

selected to provide a representative cross-section. However, a 

sample, particularly if it is small (as some of ours are), does 

not give a perfectly exact picture of the total situation, though 

it will tell the general story. 

Take the figures, then, as showing trends rather than absolute 

facts. If the difference between two percentages being compared is 

large, you can be fairly sure there is a real difference between the 

t,') situations. But if, for example, something is true of 60% of 

one group and 65% of another, the difference may reflect an accident 

of sampling rather than a real difference between the two groups. 
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EMPLOYMENT 

0.'e of the most important aspects in the life of an adult is his 

job. Its effects are felt far beyond the hours he spends at work each 

day. The amount of money his job pays influences where he lives, how 

much education his children get, what kinds of recreation he and his 

family can enjoy. A man's job affects what h:3 neighbors and fellow-

citizens think of him. It colors his own feelings about himself; his 

sense of accomplishing something worth while, of contributing to society, 

of using his abilities to best purpose, is largely dependent on what he 

does in his job. 

The first question we investigated was: Do Negroes and Jews in 

Northtown have the same opportunities for employment as majority group 

members? We studied this question from two angles: a comparison of 

the kinds of jobs majority and minority group members in Northtown have, 

how much they earn, etc.; and an examination of the employment situation 

in Northtown firms - how many of them have Negro and Jewish employees, 

in whJ.t kinds of jobs, etc. 

The information on the first point came from interviews with 300 

representative families: 100 majority group (white non-Jewish) families, 

100 Negro families and 100 Jewish families. The information on the 

second point came primarily from interviews " 35 employers, selected 

to provide a cross-section of the different types of business in North-

town. We also found out what the minority group members think about 

their chances of employment in Northtown firms. 

The findings about Negroes and Jews are presented separately. First 

the complete report on employment of Negroes in Yorthtown is given, then 

the report on employment of Jews. 
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EMPLOYMENT OF NEGROES IN NORTHTOWN 

The first section of the report on employment of Negroes consists 

of a comparison of the situation of Negro wage earners and majority group 

wage earners living in Northtown, as reported by the families themselves. 

1. WHAT KINDS OF JOBS DO NEGROES IN NORTHTOWN HAVE? HOW DO THEY 

COMPARE WITH THE KINDS OF JOBS MAJORITY GROUP MEMBERS HAVE? 

SEMI—SKILLED AND 
UNSKILLED LABOR 
(Machinistsl assistants, 
truck drivers, etc.) 

Majority — 

Negro 

   

NOT WORKING 
(Retired or unemployed) 

Majority 
Negro 

The largest single majority group occupation, professional and man—

agerial, is the smallest Negro occupation. The largest number of Negroes 

are in service occupations, where there are the smallest number of majority 

group members. 
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2. HOW MUCH DO NEGROES IN NORTHTOWN EARN? HOW DO THEIR EARNINGS COMPARE 

WITH THOSE OF MAJORITY GROUP MEMBERS? 

About six-tenths of the majority group make over $60 a week, while about 

one-tenth of the Negroes make over $60. (For detailed figures, see Table V 

in the appendix.) 

Ti:.7) following chart compares hourly earniLs of the two groups. 

Hourly earnings are used because they represent basic rates of pay, 

uncomplicated by differences in. number of hours worked. 
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The largest single category for both groups is from $1.01 to $1.50 

per hour (the equivalent of $41 to $60 for a 40-hour week.) However, al-

most half (48%) of the majority group earn more than $1.50 an hour, while 

only 5% of the Negroes have similar earnings. At the other extreme, 22 

times as many Negroes as majority group members earn $1.00 an hour or less. 
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3. HOW MUCH EDUCATION HAVE NEGROES IN NORTHTOWN HAD? HOW DOES THIS 

COMPARE WITH TILE EDUCATION OF MAJORITY GROUP MEMBERS? 

Education is an important factor in determining an individuals 

earning ability. Some of the differences in types of jobs held and amount 

of earnings shown in the two previous graphs may result from differences 

in education. The following graph compares the amount of education of 

the . groups. 

• 

AT LEAST SOMI 
COLLEGE 
EDUCATION 

Practically all members of both groups have had some schooling, 

and roughly half of both groups have gone to high school or beyond. 

However, about four times as many majority group members as Negroes have 

had s:_le education beyond high school. 

It is interesting to compare the amount of education of the two groups 

with the types of jobs they hold, as shown in Chart 1 of this section. 

Are the differences in education great enough to account for the dif- 

ferences in occupation? Of the jobs shown in 1, it may be assumed 

that service occupations and semi-skilled and. ,,skilled labor are the 
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ones which require least education, and which would be likely to be filled 

by people who have had only grammar school education. Sixty-eight -rr.7nt 

of the Negroes are in such jobs, although only 53% of the Negroes have had 

less than high school education. On the other hand, only 21% of the 

majoriy group are in such jobs, although majority group 

have not gone beyond grammar school. From these figures it would appear 

that occupational differences between the two grouts are not entirely 

a result of educational differences; more Negroes than would be exrected 

on the basis of education, and fewer majority members than would be 

expected on the basis of education, are in relatively low-skilled jobs. 
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4. HOW DO EARNINGS COMPARE WITH EDUCATION FOR THE TWO GROUPS? 

Do the educational differences shown in the preceding chart account 

for the differences in earnings? The following chart compares the average 

hourly wage of members of the two groups having similar education. 

Majority Negro Majority Negro 

ATTENDED GRAMMAR SCHOOL, ATTENDED HIGH SCHOOL, 
BUT NOT HIGH SCHOOL BUT NOT COLLEGE 

Majority Negro 

ATTENDED COLLEGE 
OR PROFSSIO:AL SCHOOL 

Although hourly 

groups clo not differ 

additional education  

earnings of the least-educated members of both 

greatly, earnings of Negres do not increase with 

at the same rate as the majority group's earnings. 

The average Negro with a high school education earns slightly less than 

a majority group member with grammar school education; the college-

educated Negro makes less than the majority person who has not gone, 

beyond high school. 
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5. HOW DO EARNINGS COMPARE WITH OVER—ALL JOB QUALIFICATION FOR THE TWO 
GLJUPS7 

Qualification for a job, and hence earning ability, is influenced by 

other factors in addition to formal education. Chief among these are 

specific trade school training, and experience. When these additional 

factors are taken into account and combined w2th education to give an 

estimate of overall job qualification, the piO3re is much the same as 

when education alone is considered. 

Earnings of Negroes and majority individuals can be compared at any 

degree of job qualification, but comparison is most important at the 

point where the most people are affected. Therefore, as shown in the 

chart below, we compared the earnings of majority group members and of 

Negroes at the point of average job qualification of Negroes. 
L 
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Negroes with the average job qualification of their group average 

$1.08 an hour, while majority group members with the same job qualification 

average $1.49 an hour. In other words, a Negro with average qualification 

earns 27.5% less than a similarly-qualified majority group member. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The rest of this section deals with Northtown firms--how many of 

their employees are Negroes, their practices in regard to employment of 

Negroes, etc. Information on the next six questions came from the em-

ployers themselves. 

6. HOW MANY FIRMS IN NORTHTOWN EMPLOY NEGROES? 

Sixty-nine percent of the firms covered in the survey have Negro 

employeos. 

7. WHAT PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES IN NORTHTOWN FIRMS ARE NEGROES? 

The firms interviewed employ a total of 46.51 employees, of whom 
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It is interesting to note that, although more Northtown firms em— 

ployed. Negroes during the war than do so at present, the proportion of 

Negroes to the total number of employees is higher now than during the 

war. (See appendix, Table VI, for detailed figures.) 
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8. WHAT PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES IN DIFF7RENT TYPES OF JOBS ARE NEGROES? 

The preceding pages showed that 69% of the firms surveyed have Negro 

employees, and that 8% of the employees of all firms surveyed are Negroes, 

with larger proportions in some types of business than in others. The 

following chart shows the proportion of Negroes in different tyres of jobs, 

regardless of the nature of the employerts business. 

Since not all employers gave complete information about number of 

emplod c:es in different types of jobs, this chart is based on a total of 

3676 employees, of whom 366 (or 10%) are Negroes. 

OF ALL EMPLOYEE'S  IN THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF JOBS...  

I. Professional & Managerial 2. Clerical & Sales 

3. Service Occupations  4. Labor (skilled, semi—skilled 
and unskilled) 

Negroes = 24% Negroes 7: 13% 
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prom this chart it appears that Northtown firms hire Negroes 

Primarily for service jobs and in production. More detailed study of 

the interviews shows that the great majority of the Negroes in production 

jobs are engaged in semi-skilled or unskilled labor. 

Almost none of the clerical, sales, professional or managerial per-

sonnel in the firms interviewed are Negroes. 

The distribution of Negroes among the labor force as pictured in 

this chart shows both similarities to and differences from the earlier 

chart giving the occupations of the Negroes interviewed in the family 

survey. The differences result primarily from the fact that the em-

ployers interviewed do not represent complete coverage. For example, 

they do not include housewives, who frequently employ Negroes as 

domestics. Nor do they, of course, include self-employed Negroes or 

Negroes living in Northtown but working elsewhere. However, the basic 

conclusion from the two charts is the samel t Negroes in Northtown 

most frequently are engaged in service occupations or in semi- or unskilled 

labor. 

9. IS THERE ANY SEGREGATION OF NEGRO EMPLOYEES? 

Of the 24 firms employing Negroes, none reported separate shifts for 

Negro employees. Only one reported having separate facilities for Negroes; 

18 said that all employees use the same facilities, and 5 did not answer 

the ouestion. 

10. FIAT DO NORTHTOWN EMPLOYERS SAY ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE WITH 
NEGRO WORKERS? 

Answers to the general question "What has been your experience with 

Negro employees?" and to the question "How well have your Negro employees 
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done their jobs?" were similar. Of the 22 employers who answered, 14 

reported satisfactory or very satisfactory experience, 5 said Negroes 

were no different from other employees, and 3 reported either that they 

had found Negro workers unsatisfactory or that, although good workers, 

they we,cr,  unreliable. Of four firms which haci Tegro employees in 

the past but not at present, two reported unsatisfactory experience, 

one reported satisfactory experience, and the fourth said they were 

no different from others. 

Twenty—two firms now employing Negroes answered the question: 

"How do your Negro employees get along with your other employees?" 

Eighteen said they get along satisfactorily or very well. Of the 

other four, three said that white employees had created some friction, 

and one said that getting along with others varies with the individual. 

Four firms which had employed Negroes in the past but not at present 

answered this question. Three of them said their Negro employees had 

gotten along satisfactorily with other employees, and the fourth said 

it varied with the individual. 

Of the 29 firms which have or have had Negro employees, 21 said 

they had never received any complaints about their Negro employees, 5 

reported having received objections, and 3 &id _ct Jnewer. Of those 

who 'reported objections, 3 said they came from other employees, one 

reported customers as the source of objections, and one mentioned a 

union as objecting. 

11. WHAT REASONS DO EMPLOYERS GIVE FOR NOT HAVING NEGRO EMPLOYEES? 

Many employers who did not have any Negro employees or who had Negroes 

in only certain types of jobs did not state any reasons for the situation. 

The reasons that were given were of three kinds: objections to Negro 
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employees on the part of the employer, his customers or other employees; 

no Negro applicants for the jobs; and no turnover of employees, so that 

no hiring had been done recently. The reasons varied somewhat with the 

type of job. The most frequent reasons given by employers who did not 

have Negroes in custodial and production jobs were objections from various 

sources and no turnover of employees. The most frequent reasons given 

for not having Negroes in clerical, sales, managerial or professional 

jobs were that no Negroes had applied for such jobs and that there were 

(or would be) objections from various sources. 

The 24 firms now employing Negroes were asked if they thought they 

would receive objections if they were to hire . egroes in different types 

of jobs than at present, and the 11 firms not now hiring Negroes were 

asked if they would expect objections if they were to hire Negroes. The 

answers of the two groups were almost identical. About 65% said they did 

not anticipate objections, and about 25% said they did. (About 10% of 

each group did not answer.) As with objections already received, the 

most frequent anticipated souce of objection was other employees, while 

three firms thought customers would object and one said the union might 

object. 

12. :OW DO EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES LOOK TO TIIE NEGROES THnMSELVES7 

We have seen in what kinds of jobs Northtown firms employ Negroes, 

as reported by the employers themselves. It is important to know also 

what kinds of jobs Negroes believe are open to them in Northtown firms, 

since their impressions, whether accurate or not, influence the types of 

jobs for which Negroes prepare themselves and apply. 

In the family interviews, 37% of the Negro respondents said they 

believe there are firms in Northtown which do not hire Negroes for jobs 

for which they are qualified. While each individual believes he knows 
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of two or three such employers, there is nol; a -rent deal of duplication 

among employers named. More than half of the firms mentioned are retail 

businesses. The general impression on the part of the Negro community is 

of a fairly large number of employers, particularly retail stores, who 

refuse to hire Negroes for certain jobs, rather than of a few employers 

whom many individuals believe follow such policies. This widespread be-

lief on the part of Negroes that they will not be hired for certain jobs 

may be one important reason why, as the employers reported, there are 

few Negro applicants for white collar and supervisory jobs. 

(A quantitative analysis of the replies may be found in Table VII 

of the appendix.) 

SUMMARY 

All the findings in this section point to the fact that employment 

possibilities for Negroes in Northtown are not the same as employment 

possibilities for members of the majority grow--. Both the family in, 

terviews And the interviews with employers sheY that Negroes are employed 

mostly in service occupations or in semi- or unskilled labor, while the 

majority group (on the basis of the family interviews) are employed 

mostly in professional or managerial positions or in skilled labor. 

There are corresponding differences in earnings; only 50 of the Negroes 

in Northtown earn more than $1.50 an hour, as against 48% of the majority 

group. 

Although there are differences in education between the two groups, 

they are not large enough to account for the differences in occupation 

and earnings. Forty-seven per cent of the Negroes in Northtown, as 

compalld with fifty-nine per cent of the majority group, have had at 

least some high school education. The earnings of Negroes increase 

only very slightly with increased education and training, whereas 
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increased education and training bring the majority group substantial 

increases in earnings. A Negro with the degree of job qualification. most 

typical of his group earns 27.5% less than a majority group member with 

the same degree of job qualification. At higher levels of education and 

qualification, the gap is even greater. 

From all the evidence, it seems clear that jobs available Yegroes 

are rather sharply limited to relatively unskilled work, and that Negroes 

who have training for more skilled jobs are not likely to be hired for 

them. 
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who have training for more skilled jobs are not likely to be hired for 

them. 
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EMPLOYMENT OP JEWS IN NORTHTOWN 

lae first section of the report on employment of Jews consists of a 

comparison of the situation of Jewish wage earners and majority group 

wage earners living in Northtown, as reported by the families themselves. 

1. WHAT KINDS OF JOBS DO JEWS IN NORTHTOWN HAVE? HOW DO THEY 

COMPARE WITH THE KINDS OF JOBS MAJC7.-7  ':::OUP MEMBERS HAVE? 

PROFESSIOIrAL 
(Doctors, lawyers, 
engineers, etc.) 

MANAGERIAL 
(Officials, business men, 
shopkeepers, etc.)  

Majority 

Jewish 

Majority 

Jewish 

CLERICAL AND SALES Majority 
(Secretaries, stenographers, 
mail carriers, sales clerks, Jewish 
etc.) //i/ tic? 

// 

SKILLED LABOR 
(Machinists, shoemakers, 
printers, etc.) 

Majority 

Jewish 

SEMI-SKILLED AND 
UNSKILLED ',BOA 
(Machinists' assistants, 
truck drivers, etc.) 

40  Majority 

Jewish 

NOT WORKING 
(Retired or unemployed) /A'cfciOeS 07) 

6e7e.Vic occ op t• 

T/ONt, 

i kill-TOr?1 re/  

Jews are less evenly distributed among various types of jobs than are 

majority group members. About half of them (more than four times as many 

as in the majority group) are in managerial positions. About half of the 

Jews having managerial jobs are in retail stores; many of them small shops, 

while about half of the majority group members having managerial jobs 

either own or direct industrial or large service enterprises. 

I Majority  Ai  /0 
Jewish 

(-0-1 
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About one-fifth of the majority group members are in semi-skilled, 

unskilled or service jobs, while almost no Jews have such jobs. 

2. HOW MUCH DO JEWS IN NORTHTOWN EARN? HOW DO THEIR EARNINGS COMPARE 

WITH THOSE OF MAJORITY GROUP MEMBERS? 

More than half of both groups earn over $60 a week. (For detailed 

figures, see Table VIII in the appendix.) 

The following chart compares hourly earnings of the two groups, thus 

eliminating differences resulting from variation in number of hours worked. 

3 Li  '70 

1 hot.; Ft 

OVeiR dra, 0 e 

Hourly earnings show a distribution similar to weekly earnings. 

About half of the majority group, and somewhat more than half of the 

Jewisil group, earn above $1.50 an hour (the equivalent of more than 

$60 for a 40-hour week). 

In comparing earnings, wage earners and self-employed have been 
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considered together. However, there is a great difference between the 

two groups in this respect. Sixty-one per cent of the Jews interviewed, 

and only 120 of the majority group members interviewed, are self- employed. 

3. IL:HT MUCH EDUCATION HAVE JEWS IN NORTHTOWN HAD? HOW DOES THIS COMPARE 

WITH THE EDUCATION OF MAJORITY GROUP MEMBERS? 

As mentioned in the report on employment of Negroes, education is an 

important factor in determining an individualls earning ability. The 

following graph compares the amount of educatl,, . of Jews and majority 

group members in Northtown. 

Practically all members of both groups have had some grammar 

school education, and well over half of both groups have gone to 

high !-hool or beyond. A quarter of the majority group, and almost 

half of the Jewish group, have had some education beyond high school. 



How do their hourly group members have had some higher education. 

earnings compare at different educational levels? The following 

chart compares the average hourly wage earned by members of the two 

groups having similar education. 

Majority Jewish 

Attended Grammar School, 
Eit Not High School 

Majority Jewish 

Attended High School, 
But Not College 

Majority Jewish 

Attended College or 
Professional School 

At all levels, Jews and majority group members who have had similar 

amounts of education earn almost the same hourly wages. 
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4. HOW DO EARNINGS COMPARE WITH EDUCATION FOR THE TWO GROUPS? 

The two preceding charts show that somewhat more Jews than majority 

group members earn over $1.50 an hour and that more Jews than majority 
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5. HOW DO EARNINGS COMPARE WITH OVER-ALL JOB QUALIFICATION FOR THE 
TWO GROUPS? 

As noted in the section on employment of Negroes, specific trade 

school training and experience, as well as for al education, enter into 

over-all job qualification. When these addit:- al factors are taken 

into account and combined with education to give en estimate of over-all 

job qualification, the picture is about the same as when education alone 

is considered. 

As shown in the chart below, we compared the earnings of majority 

group members and of Jews at the point of average job qualification of 
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Jews with the average job qualification of their group average $1.91 

an hour, while majority group members with the same job qualification 

average $1.94 an hour. In other words, a Jew with average qualification 

earns about the same as a similarly-qualified majority group member. 

*************** 

The rest of this section deals with Northtown firms--how many of 

their employees are Jewish, their practices in regard to employment of 

Jews, etc. Information on the next six questions came from the employers 

themselves. 

6. HOW MANY FIRMS IN NORTHTOWN EMPLOY JEWS? 

Fifty-seven per cent of the firms covered in the survey have Jewish 

employees; 34% do not. For 9%, this information was not availab]e. 

71,  

7. WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE EMPLOYEES IN NORTHTOWN FIRMS ARE JEWISH? 

Information on this question is incomplete. Many firms do not keep 

of whether their employees are Jewish. Besides, as noted in 

item 2, many Jews in Northtown are self-employed, so that one would expect 

to find relatively few Jewish employees in Northtown firms. 

In firms reporting the number of Jewish em-nlozees, 4% of the total 

of 1296 employees are Jewish. Breaking this down according to type of 

firm, 14% of the employees of retail business are Jewish; 3% of the em-

ployees of manufacturing firms. Not enough commercial firms, public 

utilities or public institutions reported the number of Jewish employees 

to provide reliable figures. 
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Although more Northtown firms had Jewish employees during the war 

than at present, the percentage of Jewish employees was the same as at 

present. (See appendix, Table IX, for detailed figures.) 
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8. WHAT PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES IN DIFFERENT TYPES OF JOBS A:7] JEWISH? 

On this question, too, information is incomplete. Although enough 

employers answered to make it possible to compute the proportion of Jewish 

employees in different types of jobs, it should be remembered that these 

figur s are based only on those employers who knew how many of their 

employees were Jewish. Since such employers accounted for only one-third 

of the total employees, these figures may not give a completely accurate 

Picture of the total situation. 

In the firms which renorted, the pronortz-n Jewish employees 

was highest in managerial positions (10) and in clerical and sales 

jobs (9%). 

The distribution of Jews among the labor force as reported by employers 

shows both similarities to and differences from the distribution based 

on the family interviews (shown in Chart 1 of this section). The dif- 

ferences may be accounted for by the lack of employer records and by the 

fact that the majority of Jews in Northtown are self-employed. However, 

the basic conclusion from both charts is the same: that Jews in North- 

town most commonly have managerial, professional or white collar jobs. 

9. DO NORTHTOWN EMPLOYERS SAY ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE WITH JEWISH 

WORKERS? 

Answers to the general question "What has been your experience with 

Jewish employees?" and to the question "How well have your Jewish em-

ployees done their jobs?" were similar. Of r'et,- en firms now employing 

Jews, seventeen reported satisfactory or very zatsfactory experience, 

and two said that Jewish employees were no different from others. Of 

five firms which had Jewish employees in the -oast but do not at present, 

only one reported that they found Jewish employees undependable. 
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Nineteen firms now employing Jews answered the question: "How do 

your Jewish employees get along with your other employees?" Eighteen 

said they get along satisfactorily or very well, and one said that it 

varies with the individual. Five firms which employed Jews in the past 

but do not at present answered this question; only one reported that there 

had been some friction. 

Of the 24 firms which have or have had Jewish employees, cnly one 

reported having received objections, which came from customers. 

10. WHAT REASONS DO EMPLOYERS GIVE FOR NOT HAVING JEWISH EMPLOYEES? 

About half of the employers who had no Jewish employees at all or 

who did not have Jewish employees in certain types of jobs did not state 

any reasons for the situation. Of those who did give reasons, they were 

about enually divided (for all types of jobs) 4.etwen statements that 

there had been no Jewish applicants and statements that the jobs were 

already filled and there was no turnover of employees. 

The firms now employing Jews were asked if they thought they would 

receive objections if they were to hire Jews in different types of jobs 

than at present, and those not now hiring Jews at all were asked if they 

would expect objections if they were to hire Jews. No employer in either 

group stated that he would anticipate objections, though a large number 

(one-fifth of those now employing Jews and two-thirds of those not now 

employing Jews) did not answer the question. 

11. HOW DO EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES LOOK TO THE JEWS THEMSELVES? 

Again, it is important to know not only where Jews actually are 

employed but what kinds of employment they believe are open to them. 

In the family interviews, 35% of the Jewf,sh respondents said they 
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believe there are firms in Northtown which do not hire Jews for jobs for 

which they are qualified. While they believe that there are a considerable 

number of employers who will not hire Jews, they think that this is par-

ticularly true in the public utility field; more than half of tine total 

instances given refer to public utility firms. 

(A quantitative analysis of the replies may be found in Table X of 

the aplendix.) 

SUMMARY 

While there are differences in occupation between the Jewish group 

and the majority group in Northtown, they are not such as to result in 

economic disadvantages to the Jewish group. On the basis of the family 

interviews, it is apparent that many more Jews ;li.^n majority group members 

own their own businesses. Both the family intevviews and the incomplete 

records of employers show that Jews in Northtown are primarily in man-

agerial, professional or white collar positions. 

Somewhat more Jews than majority group members earn over $1.50 an 

hour. The difference in earnings seems to be accounted for by differences 

in education; 44% of the Jewish group, as compared with 25% of the majority 

group, have had at least some college education. Members of 4;ce two 

groups with comparable education and training earn approximatel7 the 

same amounts. 

One-third of the Jews interviewed believe that there are firms in 

Northi;own (particularly public utilities) which do not hire Jews even if 

they are qualified for available jobs. Since many employers do not keep 

records of whether their employees are Jewish, it is impossible to check 

this belief against actual employment figures. Such a belief might in part 

accou.'; for the large proportion of Jews who -) i;to business for themselves. 

In any case, even if Jews are excluded from ceitain firms or certain in-

dustries, such exclusion has not lowered their income in relation to that of 

the majority group. 
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HOUSING  

In these days of housing shortages there is no need to stress the importance 

of having an adequate home. The quality and comfort of the dwelling itself are 

important; its location determines the surroundings in which children grow up, 

what sch- uls they go to, etc. 

Our second question was: Do Negroes and Jews in Northtown have the same 

opportunities to secure good homes as majority members? We investigated two 

aspects of this question: (1) Where in Northtown do Negroes and Jews live? 

Are they concentrated in certain sections? Are sections where it is 

difficult or impossible for them to get homes? (2) How does the quality of 

homes in which minority group members live compare with that of majority group 

homes? For comparable rent, do they get the same quality of housing? 

The information on the first point came primarily from 23 representative 

real estate dealers in Northtown. In addition, we asked the 200 minority group 

families we interviewed whether they believe there are sections in which it is 

cl.fficult or impossible for them to get homes. Information on the quality of 

homes came from the 300 families we talked to; a large part of the family 

interviews was devoted to questions about the facilities they have in their 

homes, how much rent they pay, etc. 

Again, the findings about housing for Negroes are presented first, then 

the findings about housing for Jews. 
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HOUSING OF NEGROES IN NORTHTOWN  

The first section of the report on housing of Negroes considers the question 

of where N ,̂-roes can and do live. The information the first three questions 

came from real estate dealers. 

1. IN HOW MUCH OF THE AREA OF NORTHTOWN DO NEGROES LIVE? 

AREA OF NEGRO CONCENTRATION Out of a total area of 1131 blocks, 
(12% of population in 5% of area)

54 blocks (4.5%) are predominantly 

occupied by Negroes. These blocks 
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are not necessarily 100% Negro-

occupied; they were designated as 

Negro sections by tl7e real estate 

dealers interviewed. 

It should be noted that while 

Negroes occupy about 5% of the 

city's area, they constitute 12% 

of the total population. 

2. Wil7. IS IT THAT NEGROES DO NOT LIVE IN SiCTIONS OF THE CITY? 

Of the 23 dealers interviewed, 22 indicated that WilleRe igegRoe5 
L,ve  -,,e 

of Northtown. They reported that Negroes 

cannot buy or rent in 95% of the city's 

area with the same freedom as the 

majority group. They are totally 

excluded from 69% of Northtown and 

11  

can move into another 26% only with 

difficulty. 

 

Negroes are excluded from various sections 
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3. WHAT REASONS DO THE DEALERS GIVE FOR. PARTIAL OR TOTAL EXCLUSION OF 

NEGROES? 

The reasons given by the 22 dealers  who mentioned exclusion of Negroes 

are presented in the following graph. Many gave more than .;:le reason. 
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A few details about these reasons are worth noting: 

White neighbors are opposed. 

Adjacent property holders and other residents of the 

 

community "do not 
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chiefly as a fear that real estate values would be lowered if Negroes 

were to move in. 

Dealers do not sell in "white neighborhoods". 

When asked why they do not sell to Negroes in new areas, the dealers 

most often answered that they cannot do it because there would be 

protests from neighbors and others in the community. Some mentioned 

a fear that allowing Negroes to buy would depress property values, and 

others stated that bringing Negroes into new areas is against the 

ethics of the real estate code. 

Negroes can't afford to live in "white neighborhoods" or prefer to  

live together. 

All dealers who gave either of these two reasons also gave at least 

one other reason for Negro exclusion. In explaining the preference 

of Negroes not to move into "white neighborhoods", dealers indicated 

-,Ither that the Negroes "would feel cyn, of ;: .ace" or that "they know 

better than to try to buy, because they wouldn't be wanted." 

Agreements. 

Most of the agreements were informal and unwritten; only three dealers 

mentioned written agreements excluding Negroes. 

Hard for Negroes to get mortgages. 

Two-thirds of the dealers said that it would be difficult for Negroes 

to get mortgages on houses in "white neighborhoods." Thcir comments 

indicated that lending institutions would refuse mortgages to Negroes 

on two grounds: as a method of keeping Negroes out of "restricted" 

neighborhoods, and because Negroes, on account of their lower economic 

status, are not considered good financial risks. Seven dealers, however, 

said that it would not be difficult for Negroes to get mortgages on 

houses in such neighborhoods. Of these, two indicated that mortgages 

could be obtained from lean companies specifically serving Negroes. 
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4. WHERE DO THE NEGROES THEMSELVES BELIEVE THEY CAN LIVE? 

In the family interviews, nearly half of the Negro respondents said 

that 1;egroes cannot move freely into certain parts of Northtown. Each 

individual mentioned only a few sections, but there was not a great deal 

of duplication among those named, so that the total impression on the 

part of the Negro community is of a large number of sections from which 

they are barred. This belief corresponds to the situation as reported 

by the real estate dealers. 

(A quantitative analysis of the replies may be found in Table XI of 

the appendix.) 

The remainder of this section deals with the Quality of homes which Negroes 

occupy, and is based entirely on the family interviews. 

5. HOW MANY NEGROES OWN THEIR OWN HOMES? T-DW DOES THIS COMPARE WITH THE 

MAJORITY GROUP? 
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Three-fifths of the majority group own their own homes, while only 

to-fifths rent the dwellings they live in. For Negroes the proportions 

are exactly reversed; two-fifths own their own homes, while three-fifths 
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rent their dwellings. 

6. WHAT KIND OF HOMES DO THE TWO GROUPS LIVE IN? 

The quality of housing was measured in terms of essentials of decent 

housing, and not luxuries. For example, number of bathrooms, size of 

lawn, beauty of house were not considered. The scale of quality included 

only items generally considered necessary for adequate living conditions: 

one orivate bathroom, central heating, hot running water, state of repair, 

etc. There were 14 such items on the scale. Homes which had all 14 items 

were rated as having "no deficiencies," homes with 11 or more of the items 

were rated "adequate", and homes having less than 11 of the items, "in-

adequate." (A complete list of the items i_cieed in the rating scale 

may be found in the appendix, item XII.) 

a. HOW DOES THE QUALITY OF RENTED HOMES FCR THE 'PTO GROUPS COMPARE? 

From the graph we see that homes rented by majority group members 

are generally better than those rented by Negroes. 
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b, HOW DOES THE QUALITY OF OWNED HOMES FOR THE TWO GROUPS COMPARE? 
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None of the homes owned by either group are inadequate, but there are 

more homes free of any deficiencies among the majority group. 

These figures suggest that, in both groups, people who can afford to own 

their own homes get better housing than those who rent, and that those who 

buy houses either select homes that meet adequate standards or ir,orove them 

so that they do meet such standards. 

In considering quality of rented homes and owned homes, it is important 

to remcber that relatively more Negroes are tenants. Thus, most Negroes 

live in rented homes, which are generally of poorer quality, while most 

majority group members live in thsir own homes, which are generally of better 

quality. 

7. HOW DO HOMES OF THE TWO GROUPS C012'I1il; .i Si TO IFIC ITEMS? 

Fourteen items went into the rating sca for cluality of housing. 

Four of these were considered particularly 17:portant and were examined 

separately. They were: private bathroom, central heating, hot running 

water, location of home. 
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• HOW DO HOMES RENTED BY THE TWO GROUPS COMPARE ON SPECIFIC ITEMS? 

1 77 

)
(

4.11 )1('Pl1-1 i`44 

The biggest difference between the two groups is in the proportion 

of homes having central heating. Note that about equal proportions (only 

slightly more than half) of homes rented by the two groups are in residential 

areas. 

Again it must be remembered that a higher proportion of Negroes rent 

their homes. 

b. HOW DO HOMES OWNED BY THE TWO GROUPS COMPARE ON SPECIFIC ITEMS? 

On three of the four items selected for special examination there are 

no particular differences between homes owner -77 a_jority, group members and 

by Negroes. More than 90% of the homes owner! by both groups have private 

bathrooms, central heating and hot running water. The only item on which 

the two groups differ greatly is in location of the home. 95% of 

homes owned by majority group members are located in residential areas, 

as compared to 74% of those owned by Negroes. 

On examination of these four items, as on the total scale of adequacy, 

it is apparent that the quality of owner-occupied housing is letter than 

that of tenant-occupied housing, and that houses owned by Negroes and whites 

are similar in certain basic essentials. 
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8. WHAT DO THE TWO GROUPS GET FOR THEIR MONEY, 

An important factor in determining whether Negroes and the majority 

group have equal access to g.od housing is the relation between quality 

and rent. The graph below shows the average quality of housing received 

by Ne,7roes and by majority group members who pay comparable rents. 
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The total range of rents paid by the two groins is similar, but there 

are more Negroes than majority group members at the lower rentals. The 

average Negro family pays $6, rent per room; thr average majority group 

family pays $8. 

At low rentals, the two groups receive about the same quality for 

their money. In general, as majority group members pay more rent they 

get better housing. But this does not hold true for Negroes, so that at 

higher rentals there is a wide gap between what Negroes and majority group 

members get for their money. Apparently the quality of rental housing 

available to Negroes is limited, even when they are willing to pay more 

rent. This fact should be considered in relation to the finding reported 

earlier in this report; that Negroes are excluded from 95% of the area 
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of Northtown. Many sections with more adequate housing are c'-sed to 

Negroes even when they could afford to live there. 

* * * * * 

SUMMARY 

Evidence from both the family interviews and the interviews with real 

estate dealers shows that Negroes do not have access to equally good homes in 

Northtown as majority group members. According t - ,,hr real estate dealers, 

Negroes (constituting about 12% of the popula.tionj live in about 5% of the area 

of Northtown; in other words, the Negro section is overcrowded compared with 

the rest of Northtown. It is difficult for Negroes to move into the other 95% 

of the community; in 69% of the area, it is practically imnossible for Negroes 

to obtain homes. 

On the whole, the homes in which Negroes live are of poorer quality than 

those of majority group members. Almost half of the Negroes who rent their 

homes live in dwellings that are seriously deficient in the essenti.,ls of 

decent housing, while about one-fifth of the majority group who rent their 

homes live in similarly poor dwellings. Although houses owned by both groups 

are much superior to rented dwellings, somewhat more houses owned by majority 

group members are without any deficiencies. More members of the majority group 

own their own homes. 

On the average, Negroes pay $2. a room less rent per month than majority 

group mem'ers. At this low average rental, the 1 - -;4., g they get is only slightly 

Poorer than that which majority group members get for the same rent. 

For the majority group, however, higher rent brings better quality housing. 

it

This is not true for the Negro group; those who pay higher rent get very little 

better housing than those who pay less. This fact, of course, is closely related 

to the restriction of area in which Negroes can live. Better quality rental 

itillgibir 

 housing is usually closed to Negroes even if they can afford to pay for it. 
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HOUSING OF JEWS IN NORTHTOWN  

The first section of the report on housing of Jews considers the 

question GI' where Jews can and do live. The information on the first three 

questions came from real estate dealers. 

1. IN HOW MUCH OF THE AREA OF NORTHTOWN DO JEWS LIVE: 

Of the total area of 1131 blocks, TITAL. 
EXcLuSwAN 

real estate dealers indicated 38 PAKTIkAti,_ 

blocks (3%) as "Jewish neighborhoods."
)(C v5iON 

 

This does not mean that they are 100% /

Jewish-occupied, merely that many of 

the Jewish residents of Northtown 

live there. 

There is an additional large 

area (82%) which the dealers did 

not mark either as sections where 

No N'- 

Jews do live or do not live. It // 3,6
R E 

may be assumed that Jews are not Ali(ti oF 

excluded 1.;:om this area and that ,,))/51-1 
C OPE C ritr4A-60,1 

some do live there, though we have 

no indication of the number of blocks on which Jews reside. 

2. WHY IS IT THAT JEWS DO NOT LITT IN OTHER SECTIONS OF THE CITY? 

Of the 23 dealers interviewed, 16 indicated t--- ; :,ws are excluded from 

some areas of Northtown, 4 stated that there is no exclusion of Jews, while 

3 did not answer the question. According to the majority of dealers, Jews 

cannot buy or rent in 15% of the city's area with the same freedom as the majority 

group. They are totally excluded from 4% of Northtown and can move into another 

11% only with difficulty. 
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WHAT REASONS DO THE DEALERS GIVE FOR PARTIAL OR TOTAL EXCLUSION OF JEWS? 

The reasons given by the 16 dealers who mentioned exclusion of Jews are 

presented in the following graph. Many gave more than one reason. 

Again, let us note some details about these reasons: 

Non-Jewish neighbors are opposed. 

apposition to Jews was most freauently said to come from neighbors, 

though it was also said to come from civic organizations, development 

companies and the general population. In most cases, the nature of 

the opposition was not defined. 

Agreements. 

Written agreements were mentioned by on._-- ore ',ealer: the rest said 

 

there are informal, 

 

unwritten agreements against 

 

Jews. 
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Jews prefer to live together. 

Of the dealers who said that Jeers do not wish to move into new areas, 

some indicated mere preference: "Jews life to live among their own 

kind," wh1e others connected this preference with the existing 

Pattern of exclusion: "Jews are not comfortable where not wanted." 

Dealers do not sell in "non—Jewish neighborhoods." 

The most frequent reason given by dealers for their own practice of 

not selling to Jews in new areas was that there would to protests 

from neighbors and others. This is illustrated by the statement of 

one dealer who said that he "generally conforms to social custom in 

Northtown." 

4. WHERE DO TEE JEWS THEMSELVES BELIEVE THEY CAN LIVE? 

In the family interviews, two—thirds of the Jewish respondents said that 

Jews cannot move freely into certain parts of Northtown. There was considerable 

agreement about what sections are closed to Jews; nor° than half of those who 

mentioned e::.lusion referred to the same two sectIvlis that the real estate 

dealers reported as closed to Jews. A few respondents mentioned other scattered 

sections as hard for Jews to move into. 

(A quantitative analysis of the replies may be found in Table XIII of the 

appendix.) 

AL/ two—fifths rent their dwellings. 

home 

The rest of this section deals with the quality of homes in which 

Jews live and is based entirely on the family interviews. 

5. HOW r NY JEWS OWN THEIR OWN HOPES? HOW DOES THIS COMPARE WITH THE MAJORITY 

GROUP? 

There is very little difference between the two groups in the extent of 

ownership. In each, about three—fifths own their own homes and about 
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6. WHAT KIND OF HOMES DO THE TWO GROUPS LIVE IN? 

As stated in the report on Negro housing, the quality of housing was rated 

not in terms of luxury but of essentials of decent 1,ousing. On the basis of a 

14-point scale, homes were rated as no deficiencie-  " 'adequate," or "inadequate." 

a. HOW DOES THE QUALITY OF RENTED HMIS FOR TE2, in0 GROUPS COMPARE? 

NO DEFICIENCIES 

Majority 

 

0 70  

Jewish 

  

INADEQUATE 

Majority<711,.r/I'm 
cx)(t  4 14/10 

Jewish
110 

We see that homes rented by the two groups arr,  similar in quality. 

somewhat fewer homes rented by Jews are rated inadcouat3. 

In fact, 

b. HOW DOES THE QUALITY OF OWNED HOMES FOR THE TWO GROUPS COMPARE? 

Jewish 
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Here again, as with Negro housing, homes owned by both groups are of far 

better quality than rented homes. The quality of t, e,. owned by Jews is very 

slightly higher than that of homes owned by moi,.ri,-r group members. 

Since the same proportions of Jews and majority group members own their 

homes, superiority of owned homes over rented homes affects the two groups 

equally. Therefore, the figures on quality of housing are directly comparable. 

7. HOW DO HONES OF THE TWO GROUPS COMPARE ON SPECIFIC ITEMS? 

a. HOW DO HOMES RENTED  BY THE TWO GROUPS COMPARE ON SPECIFIC ITEMS? 

CENTRAL 01 

It NI& 

r4) 

AT IA RO 

Homes rented by Jews differ from those rented by majority group members 

considerably more on these four items than they do in over—all quality. This 

indicates that they must be inferior to those rented by majority group members 

on some of the other items on the quality scale. 

b. HOW DO HONES OWNED  BY THE TWO GROUPS COMPARE ON SPECIFIC ITEMS? 

}Lmes owned by members of the two groups are almost identical in 

regard to the four selected items. More than 90% of the homes owned by both 
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-111r-have a private bathroom, central heating, hot running water, and are located 

in residenal areas. 

On these four items, homes rented by Jews are approximately the same 

as those owned by Jews; homes rented by majority group members are somewhat 

poorer than self-owned homes. 

8. WHAT DO THE TWO GROUPS GET FOR THEIR MONEY? 

The graph below shows the average quality of ing received by Jews 

and by majority group members who pay comparable rents. 

i.e NT-  ee R Room 

No Jewish family interviewed pays as r :it & s the lowest-paying 

members of the majority group. The average JewlAql favld pays $10. rent per 

room while the average majority group family pays $g. Within the range of 

comparable rents, however, the two groups get about the same auality for the 

same rent. 
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SUMMARY 

The family interviews and the interviews with real estate dealers 

indicate that, although Jews are excluded from certain sections of Northtown, 

they live in homes that are equal in quality to those of the majority group. 

According to the real estate dealers, 85% of Me ,area of Northtown is 

open to Jews; it is difficult for them to move inL-,  the other 15%, and in 4% 

of the area it is almost impossible for Jews to obtain homes. 

The homes in which the two groups live are about equally good. To the 

extent that there is a difference, the quality of homes in which Jews live 

is slightly higher than the quality of majority group homes. In both groups, 

about three—fifths own their own homes, and in both groups owner—occupied 

homes are of much better quality than rented homes. 

For both groups, the quality of housing improves as rent incrooses. The 

average rent paid by Jews is S2. a room per month more than the average rent 

paid by majority group members. On the whole, the two groups get about the 

same aual 'y housing for the same rent. 

1110111111111111 
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EDUCATION 

It is a commonplace that a democracy must have enlightened citizens. 

One of the fundamental American beliefs is that every child is entitled 

to an education. 

The third question we investigated was: Do Negro and Jew.sh children 

in Northtown have access to the same educational services and fv.cilities 

as majority group children? We sought answers to this question by inter-

viewi',g the principals of all schools in Northtown. We also asked the 

200 minority families whether they believe there are schools in Northtown 

which do not accept, or accept only a limited number, of Negro or Jewish 

students. 

Both public and private schools were inc:aded in the survey. Since 

the great majority of children attend public shools, we studied them in 

much more detail than the private schools. 

7In - order to avoid unnecessary repetition, we have reported first 

our findings about the public schools, for Negroes and for Jews, and then 

our findings about the private schools, for Negroes and for Jews. 
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN NORTHTOWN  

The American tradition of free public schools assumes that all 

children are entitled to equally good public education. It is obvious, 

however, that in the country as a whole this has not been completely 

achieved; the public schools provided for certain children are, in some 

cases, much better than those provided for others. 

:T-,14 about Northtown? Do Negroes and Je..z attend the same schools 

as majority group childre,0 If they are concentrated in certain schools, 

what are the reasons? If they attend the same schools as majority chil—

dren, are they admitted to all activities on an equal basis? If they 

are concentrated in certain schools, how do those schools comnare 

with the schools which majority group children attend; are the buildings 

in as good condition, the teachers as well trained, the size of classes 

the same, etc.? 

There are 13 public school:, which are run by the Northtown Board 

of Education; they include 11 regular elementary schools, one school for 

retarded children and one high school. All of these will be considered 

together in this report. 



the 

the public schools in regard to the admission of Negro students and their 

participation in activities. All information was secured from the school 

principals, with the exception, of course, of data on how the Negroes see 

the situation, which came from the family interviews. 

1. WHAT SCHOOLS DO NEGRO CHILDREN ATTEND? 

The proportion of Negro students to the total student body in 

various schools is shown in the cTaph below: 

— 55 

PUBLIC EDUCATION FOP NECT1OES. 

The first part of this section deals with +he policy and practices of 
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From the grapk, we see that the distribution of Negro students in 

the schools is uneven. In four of the schools more than half of the student 

body are Negroes; in at least three schools there are fewer than 10% 

Negroes (actually: 6%, 3% and none at all). It is unlikely that there 

are l'rge numbers of Negro students in the four schools for which we 

have no figures; if there were, it seems probable that principals would 

have indicated this in the interviews. 

2. WHY ARE THERE MANY NEGRO STUDENTS IN SOME SCHOOLS AND FEW IN OTHERS! 

The answer to this question can be found in the official 'policy et 

the Board of Education, which was put into effect in October 1945. This 

policy states: "Children who attend Northtown Public Schools must enroll 

in the district in which they live as indicated by the boundary lines as 

set up by the Board of Education." 

When asked why there were many or few Negro children in their schools, 

principals indicated that this was due to the above policy. 

In light of this policy and the concentration of Negro homes in e• 

small part of the city's area (as indicated in the report on housing), 

one can readily understand why certain schools have such high proportions 

of Negro students and certain others have few or no Negro students. 

T:e regulation regarding school districts applies only to the eleven 

elementary schools. The one high school is attended by children from all 

districts of the city; the only requirement for admission is satisfactory 

completion of elementary school. The school for retarded children is a 

special case, taking only students who are three years behind in regular 

class work. 

3. WHAT IS THE POLICY OF NORTHTOWN SCHOOLS REGARDING TIT✓ GRANTING OP 

TRANSFERS! 

Even where children generally go to the schools in the district in 

1 
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which they live, exceptions can be made by transferring students from one 

school to another. By granting transfers to white students out of schools 

which we a large proportion of Negro students, or vice versa, some com-

munities set up a virtually segregated school system. 

In Northtown, regulations regarding transfer were made by the Board 

of Education in the policy statement from which we have quoted above. 

"Children....must enroll in the district in wh:Ph they live..... Ex-

ceptions may be made to this rule only when it 1-eccnes necessary due to 

class enrollments. It is understood that transfers made for the reason 

indicated are only valid for one year. The approval of the Superintendent 

is required before transfers can be made and all transfers will be brought 

to the attention of the Board of Education." 

Five of the 11 elementary schools reported having received requests 

for transfer for racial reasons. Three were schools with stude:Tt bodies 

more than 50% Negro; all three had requests for transfer out of the school 

and one also had requests for transfer into the school. Two were schools 

with few or no Negro students; both had requests for transfer into the 

school. In no case was a transfer granted for racial reasons. Two of 

the principals who had received requests for transfers on racial grounds 

said that transfers are sometimes granted for a period of one year if the 

school from which students wish to transfer is overcrowded. 

4. IS THERE ANY SEGREGATION OF NEGRO STUDENTS :R EXCLUSION FROM ACTIVITI2Se 

Where there are Negro students, there is m- segi,Tation either in 

classes or in the use of facilities. 

It is the official policy that all activities sponsored by the public 

schools are open to all students and that all students are encouraged to 

participate equally. 
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5. WHAT HAS IWO THE EXPERIENCE OF THE SCHOOLS WITH NEGRO STUDENTS? 

All schools which have Negro students report that they have found 

them "very satisfactory" or "no different from others." The participation 

of Negro pupils in extra-curricular activities, they report, the same 

as other studentsl. 

6. HOW DO THE NEGROES SEE THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

In the family interviews, 14% of the Negro respondents said they be-

lieve there are public schools which Negro students cannot attend freely. 

They mentioned three schools. About half of these respondents who believed 

there are restrictions said that these schools do not take Negroes at all, 

and the others said that these schools take only a limited number of Negro 

children. 

There were no questions in the famil: interviews about participation 

of Negro students in school activities. 

******************** 

The rest of this section consists of a comparison of the quality of 

education provided in schools with predominantly Negro student bodies and 

in schools with few or no Negro students. All information was ebtained 

from the school principals. 

7. HOW DO THE EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES FOR NEGROES COMPARE WITH THOS2 FOR 

THE MAJORITY GROUP? 

Lae schools having more than 50% Negroes (four elementary schools, 

one with a student body 92% Negro) were comioared with those having less 

than 10% Negroes (three elementary schools, with student bodies from 0 to 

670 Negro) for such items as size of classes, training of teachers, activity 

rooms, age of school, area of school grounds, (.(1 detailed list of 

the factors considered in judging quality of ecirlation is included in the 
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appendix, item XIV. 
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On only two items is there a consistent difference in quality. The 

first is age of school. The schools with large proportions of Negro pupils 

are considerably older than those with few Negroes. The average age of 

the four schools with many Negro pupils is 56 years (built in 1892); the 

average age of the three with few Negro pupil.3 .s :3 years (built in 1935). 

Since children attend school in the district in which they live, this 

finding on the age of schools is closely related to the findings on 

housing for Negroes reported earlier. Negroes can live only in certain 
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sections of Northtown, and they are the sections in which the oldest 

schools are located. 

The second difference is in the number of extracurricular activities; 

The schools with large proportions of Negro pupils ha7n an average of 4 

extracurricular activities, while the schools with few Negro st::',Ients have 

an average of 6 extracurricular activities. 

However, these differences are not great enough to affect the over-all 

qualit- of education in the two groups of schools. The distribution of 

good and bad qualities among all Northtown schools was found to be such 

that no one school can be said to be generally better than any other. One 

school may lack activity rooms but excel in having highly trained teachers; 

in another, the reverse may be true. In the ray, schools with a high 

proportion of Negro students are neither inferr L.or superior to the 

schools which are predominantly white when over-all quality is considered. 

In other words, public educational facilities provided for Negroes in 

Northtown are of the same general quality as those provided for the 

majority group. 

The schools of Northtown, generally speaking, have many good qualities. 

For example, in none of the schools are there more than 32 students per 

class, and the average number is 27. 

****************** 

SUVARY 

There seems to be no problem of differential treatment of Negro stu-

dents in the public schools. Although Negro students are for the most 

part concentrated in a few schools, this seems to be due to the fact that 

Negroes live in a limited area of Northtown r than to any attempt to 
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segregate Negro students. The official policy of the public schools clearly 

states that all students must attend the school in the district in which 

they live and that transfers may be granted only when schools are over-

crowded. Although a few of the Negro respondents believe that tnere are 

some schools which do not accept Negro students, there is no evidence from 

the principals to support this belief. The quality of education, as 

rated by our scale, provided in the schools with predominantly Negro stu-

dents does not differ from that in schools with few or no Negro students. 
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PUBLIC EDUCATION FOR JEWS  

This section deals primarily with the policy and practices of the 

public schools in regard to the admission of Jewish students .17ad their 

participation in activities. All information was secured from the 

school principals, with the exception of data on how Jews see the sit- 

uation, which came from the family interviews. 

1. ' :AT SCHOOLS DO JEWISH CHILDREN ATTEND? 

The proportion of Jewish students to the total student body in the 

various schools is shown in the graph below: 
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None of the schools reports more than a 25% proportion of Jewish 

students, nor do any report having no Jewish students at all. In seven 

out of the thirteen schools, the principal dA' not know the number of 

Jewisi students in his school. 
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2. HOW DOES THE ADMISSIONS POLICY AFFECT THE DISTRIBUTION OF JEISH STUDENTS? 

The admissions policy for Northtown public schools has already been 

stated. The school with the largest proportion of Jewish students (250) 

is situated in a neighborhood with a large Jewish population. 

No information was given by the principals to indicate that there were 

requests for transfers for religious reasons. 

3. IS THERE ANY SEGREGATION OF JEWISH STUDENTS OR EXCLUSION FROM ACTIVITIES? 

Ne segregation of Jewish children in c1P,L.-!-.; (.2 in use of facilities 

was reported. Again, the official policy is that all children may partic- 

ipate in school-sponsored extra-curricular activities; available data do 

not show any instance of exclusion. 

4. WHAT HAS BEEN THE EXPERIENCE OF THE SCHOOLS WITH JEWISH STUDENTS? 

The schools report that they find Jewish students either the same 

as others or very satisfactory. Jewish pupils participate in extra-

curricular activities to the same degree as other pupils. 

5. HOW DO JEWS IN NORTHTONN SEE THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Of the 101 Jewish respondents in the family interviews, none said 

that there are any public schools which Jewish students are not able to 

attend freely. 

6. HOW DO THE EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES FOR JEWS COMPARE WITH THOSE FOR 

THE MAJORITY GROUP? 

Since there is no concentration of Jewish students in any school, it 

is obvi-as that Jewish students receive the a q::,aity of education as 

the majority group children who attend the same 6ci:lools. The one school 

with a student body 25% Jewish was examined and fond to be of the same 

over-all quality as other schools. 



NEGRO AND JEWISH TEACHERS IN NORTHTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS  

This section on employment of Negro and Jewish teachers in Northtown 

public schools is being included as a point of special interest although 

it is not directly part of the problem of the educational opportunities 

of minority group children. Actually, it might have been included in the 

report on employment if the various occupations had been studied in more 

detail. 

NEGRO TEACHERS  

HOW MANY PUBLIC SCHOOLS HAVE NEGRO TEACHERS? 

Only one public school has Negro teachers. This is the school whose 

student body is 92% Negro; two of its eleven teachers are Negroes. 

IS THE SITUATION FAVORABLE FOR HIRING NEGRO TEACHERS IN THE SCHOOLS? 

The principals of eight schools answered this question in relation to 

their own schools. Three said the situation In their schools is favorable 

for hiring Negro teachers; two of these are schools with more than 50% 

Negro students. 

Five said the situation in their schools is unfavorable: one because 

there are few Negro families in the area, two because of the possible re—

action of parents, one (the school for retarded children) because no 

Negro teachers are available with the special training required, and one 

gave no reason. 

JEWISH TEACHERS  

HOW MANY PUBLIC SCHOOLS HAVE JEWISH TEACHERS7 

Eight public schools have Jewish teachers, four do not, and one did 

not know. The total number of Jewish teachers employed in the public 

they have Ileeveral.° 

school system could not be determined since three schools said merely that 
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IS THE SITUATION FAVORABLE FOR HIRING JEWISH TEACHERS IN THE SCHOOLS? 

Twelve principals said the situation is favorable for hiring Jewish 

teachers in their schools. One did not answer. 
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PUBLIC NURSERY SCHOOL  

There is one nursery school (with two branches at opposite ends of 

the town) which is supported by public funds obtained from the Community 

Chest. Since it is publicly supported, it is being considered separately 

from the private nursery schools and other private schools. 

1. WHAT ARE THE PRACTICES AND POLICY OF THE SCHOOL REGARDING NEGRO AND 

JEWISH CILILDREN? 

The only requirement for admission to the school is nroven need. 

There is no policy regarding the number of Negro and Jewish children ad—

mitted. Asked whether anyone had objected to the schoolts policy of 

admitting Negro and Jewish children, the principal answered: "Parents 

with limited background do object." The principal further mentioned 

that Negro and Jewish groups in the community have exeressed approval 

of the school's noJ.icy and have cooperated with it. 

Of the children attending the school at the time of the interview, 

17% were Negro and 4% Jewish. 

?. WHAT  IS THE EXPERIENCE OF THE SCHOOL WITH ^RINOIjITY GROUP CHILDREN? 

Negro children: The school reports that experience with Negro 

children has been no different than with other children. They get along 

very well with others and present no special problem. 

Jewish children: In the school's experience, Jewish children have 

found it more difficult to adjust at first, but later have made complete 

and very satisfactory adjustments. 
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PRIVATE SCHOOLS IN NORTHTOWN  

There are five private schools in Northtown: two nursery schools 

and three others. All five will be considered together. 

In considering private schools, we asked only the auestion: "What 

are the practices of private schools regarding the admission of minority 

group students?" 

NEGROES IN NORTHTOWN PRIVATE SCHOOLS  

A. WHAT ARE THE PRACTICES OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS REGARDING NEGRO STUDENTS? 

1. HOW MANY NEGRO CHILDREN ATTEND THE PRIVATE SCHOOLS? 

There are no Negro students in any of the private schools. 

Private Schools  

2. WHAT IS THE POLICY OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS REGARDING THE ADMISSION OF 

NEGRO STUDENTS? 

One school said there is a school policy against admitting Negroes. 

This was the only school which reported ever having a Negro applicant. 

Of the other four private schools, two stated that there is no policy 

against Negro students; two did not answer. 

3. HAVE THE SCHOOLS RECEIVE ANY OBJECTIONS TO PRESENT PRACTICES? 

Four schools reported that they have had no objections to the fact 

that they have no Negro students. The one school which has had Negro 

applicants said that a Negro applicant who was rejected objected on the 

grounds of discrimination. 
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4. DO THE SCHOOLS EXPECT OBJECTIONS IF THEY WERE TO HAVE NEGRO STUDENTS 

IN THE FUTURE? 

The school which has a stated policy ao;ainst Negroes answered this 

question by stating that it did not anticipate any change in policy. The 

other four schools said they would expect objections if they admitted 

Negro students; two specified that the objections would come from the 

parents of the white pupils. 

B. HOW DO =ROES SEE THE PRIVATE SCHOOLS? 

In the family interviews, 15% (15) of the Negro respondents said 

they believe there are private schools in Northtown that do not accept 

Negro students. They mentioned four private schools. One school was 

mentioned by six of the respondents and the other three by four respondents 

or fewer. 
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JEWS IN NORTHTOWN  PRIVATE SCHOOLS  

A. WHAT ARE THE PRACTICES OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS REGARDING JEWISH STUDENTS? 

1. HOW MANY JEWISH CHILDREN ATT7ND THE PRIVATE SCHOOLS? 

The proportion of Jewish students to the total student body in 

the various schools is shown in the graph below: 
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6-10% Jewish 
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The school which has no Jewish students reports that it has had 

Jewish students in the past and that not having Jewish students now is a 

matter of chance. 

2. WHAT IS THE POLICY OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS REGARDFCG THE ADMISSION OF JEWISH 

STUDENTS? 

All schools stated that they admit Jewish students. One school re-

norted that it limits the number of Jewish children to 2% of total enroll-

ment. The other four schools reported that they have no policy regarding 

the number of Jewish students they admit. 

None of the schools reported having received objections to their 

Present practice of admitting Jewish children. In answer to the question, 

"Would there be any objections from anyone if your school began taking a 
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greater number of Jewish students?" two schools said there would be 

objections from parents of other students. One school stated there 

would be no objections to any number of Jewish students, and two schools 

did not answer. 

3. WHAT HAS 13777 TH2 EXPERIENCE OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS WITH JEWISH STUDENTS? 

All schools said either that their experience with Jewish students 

had been very good or that Jewish children were no different from others. 

They pave similar reports of Jewish children's relations with other 

students. 

B. HOW DO JEWS SEE THE PRIVATE SCHOOLS? 

Of the Jewish respondents, 11% (11) said they believe there are 

private schools in Northtown which accept only a limited number of Jewish 

students. Only two schools were mentioned--one nine times and the other 

five times. 
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PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SIMVICES  

As noted in the Introduction, this phase of life in Northtown was 

studied rather sketchily. We felt it important to know something about 

the availability of public facilities and services to minority groups, 

but since we considered thif; less vital than employment, housing, and ed-

ucation, we did not investigate it as thoroughly. 

We selected only certain types of public facilities: restaurants, 

hotels, and commercial recreation establishments. We interviewed the 

managers of 10 restaurants chosen as a cross,section sample of the 50 

restaurants in Northtown (these 50 include soda fountains, luncheonettes, 

etc.) We interviewed the managers of all 3 hotels, and the managers of 

all 3 commercial sport facilities.(Theaters, and recreational facilities 

provided by the community itself or by private organizations, were not 

included in the survey.) 

Of the various community services in Northtown we ttudied only one: 

the private practices of doctors. Ten of Northtownts 60 doctors were 

interviewed. 

In addition to interviewing managers of public facilities and doc-

tors, we asked the 100 Negroes in the family interviews whether they 

believed there were any such community facilities and services in North-

town which were not open to them. 

Since usually the Jewish group has comparatively little diffi-

culty in getting access to such facilities or services, the survey in 

this area was limited to consideration of how the Negro minority fares. 
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RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS  

1. WHAT IS THE POLICY OF RESTAURANTS IN NORTHTOWN TOWARD SERVING NEGROES? 

The managers of two of the ten restaurants selected refused to be in- 

terviewed. The answers of the other eight are shown in the graph below. 
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The three restaurants which do serve Negroes, all serve them on a 

non-segregated basis. Of these three, two have a substantial number of 

Negro customers in relation to total clientele. Only one, the one with 

the largest proportion of Negro customers (50% of total clientele), said 

that serving Negroes affects business. The manager of this restaurant 

said, "I have noticed some whites turn away when they see Negroes here." 

However, none reported that anyone has ever actually objected to their 

policy of serving Negroes. When asked about their experiences with Negro 

customers, the three managers said! "satisfactory," "all right" and "as a 

general rule no trouble." 

Of the five restaurants which do not serve Negroes, four have a 

straight no-service policy; the fifth has served a Negro on one occasion 

"but does/lit want to make a practice of serving them." Two of these 

restaurants have, on a few occasions, served Negroes when they were in a 

1 
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All five felt that if they began to serve Negroes, 

they would lose their white customers. 

2. WHAT IS THE POLICY OF HOTELS IN NORTNTOWN TOWARD ACCOMMODATING NEGROES? 

The manager of one of the three hotels in Northtown refused to be 

interviewed. The answers of the other two are shown in the graph below. 
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Neither of the two hotels which gave interviews will provide rooms for 

Negroes. Both hotels gave as a reason for this policy the fear that they 

would lose their white clientele if they were to accommodate Negroes. How-

ever, one of the hotels had accepted Negro guests on three occasions when 

reservations had been made by phone and the hotel did not realize that the 

guests were Negroes until they appeared. The manager described them as 

"three high class Negroes who caused no trouble or objections from other 

guests." 

3. HO'.'' DO T9E NEGROES IN NORTHTOWN LOOK AT THE HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS? 

Thirty-eight per cent of the Negro respondents said that there are 

restaurants and hotels in Northtown which do not serve Negroes. A third of 

them mentioned cases where they had personally been refused service. They 

named a total of 22 restaurants and hotels as refusing to serve Negroes. 
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COMI'IIRCIAL RECREATIONAL FACILITIES  

Commercial recreation, as used here, covers facilities for which admission 

is paid, such as skating rinks, bowling alleys, etc. It should be noted that 

publicly-supported and organizational recreational facilities were not included 

in this survey. 

1. WHAT IS THE POLICY OF COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL FACILITIES TOWARD SERVING 

NEGROES? 

SERVE NEGROES ON 
EQUAL BASIS 
(no segregation) 

SERVE NEGROES 
BUT SEGREGATE 

• N, 

A ?col 
r / 

DO NOT SERVE 
NEGROES 
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In no case are Negroes served on an equal basis. One place serves them 

on a segregated basis while two are not open to Negroes at all. 

In the instance where Negroes are served on a segregated basis only, the 

reason given was that the mixed system was tried and did not work; "when they 

mixed with whites it was impossible to control them." 

The two places which bar Negroes altogether said they could not serve 

Negroes because of the rules of the national organization. 

2. HOW DO THE NEGROES LOOK AT THE COMIERCIAL RECREATIONAL FACILITIES? 

In the family interviews, 11% of the Negro respondents said there are 

commercial recreation facilities in Northtown to which Negroes are not 

admitted. They mentioned all three establishments. 
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DOCTORS  

The only health services covered in this survey were the private 

practices of doctors. A few dentists were also interviewed but it was felt 

that there was insufficient data to warrant renorting. Hospitals, clinics, 

etc. were not covered. 

1. WHAT IS TKE POLICY OF DOCTORS REGARDING NEGRO PATIENTS? 

II 

TAKE NEGROES AS 
PRIVATE PATIENTS, 
BUT SEGREGATE 

DO NOT TAKE 
NEGROES AS 
PRDATE PATIENTS 

Of the eight doctors who take or have taken Negroes as Private patients 

on an equal basis, six have Negro patients at present. Of the other two, 

one is almost retired "except for about ten or twelve patients"; the other 

said that only a few Negroes have come to him for treatment, but that he 

"would take them gladly." 

The one doctor who treats his Negro patients separately says that he 

"tries to have them come late in the afternoon, mostly to save them embar-

rassment due to the action of white folks and also to save any controversy 

with other patients." 

The doctor indicated in the table above as not taking Negroes said that 

he treats Negro chaatnurs and maids when their employers bring them but does 

not consider them private patients. 
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2. WHAT HAS BEEN THE EXPERIENCE OF DOCTORS WITH NEGRO PATIENTS? 

When asked what their e'cperience with Negro patients has been, eight 

cf the ten doctors answered "pleasant." One doctor, who has Negro patients 

at present, said he found them "dull". The doctor who does not consider 

Negroes as his private patients did not answer this question. 

Three doctors, all now having Negro patients, reported that there have 

been a few "rare" occasions when white patients have objected to their 

treating Negroes. One of these doctors explained that he told the patients 

who objected that "all patients are treated alike and all use the same 

waiting room". One of the three doctors who have experienced objections is 

the doctor who treats Negro patients separately. 

3. HOW DO THE NEGROES LOOK AT THE DOCTORS IN NORTHTOWN? 

None of the Negro respondents said there were doctors in Northtown 

who would refuse to accept Negro patients. 
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SUMMARY: THE SITUATION OF NEGROES IN NORTHTOWN 

In three of the four areas studied, there is exclusion of Negroes to 

such an extent that they suffer serious disadvantages. In all three areas, 

evidence of this differential treatment comes from Persons having responsibility 

for policy and nractices in the area, as well as from the Negroes themselves. 

It is difficult for Negroes to get jobs except in service occupations 

and unskilled or semi-skilled labor, regardless of their training. The 

effect of this restriction ,is that Negroes in Northtown, on the whole, earn 

considerably less than majority group members. The difference between earnings 

of majority group members and Negroes widens with increased training, so that 

it is the better-educated and better-trained Negroes who are most discriminated 

against as compared with the majority group. 

Negroes in Northtown, on the whole, live in Poorer houses than majority 

group members. This is partly because, earning less, they can afford less 

rent. However, those who nay relatively high rents do not receive as good 

housing as majority group members paying the same rent. Negroes are almost 

completely restricted to the 5'.0 of the area of Northtown in which they live; 

it is difficult, and usually impossible, for them to rent or buy homes in 

other sections even when they can afford to do so. 

 

The result is that the 

  

area in which they live is relatively overcrowded, and the quality of housing 

available to them is relatively poor. 

Hotels and commercial recreation facilities are almost completely closed 

to Negroes, as are more than half the restaurants. 

The only areas investigated in which Negroes have access to approximately 

the same facilities as majority group members are in selecting personal 

physicians and in the schools of Northtown. Most of the doctors accept 

Negroes as private patients, without segregation. In the public schools, 
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the-policy-  is-that-all children must attend the school in their district. 

While this results in a concentration of Negro children in certain schools, 

the quality of education in those schools does not differ from that in 

schools with few or no Negro students. Although there are no Negro students 

in any of the private schools, this probably does not constitute a realistic 

problem, since probably very few Negroes in Northtown can afford to send 

their children to private schools, and only one of the schools has had Negro 

applicants. 
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SUMMARY: THE SITUATION OF JEWS IN NOPTHTOWN  

Although the areas studied show some slight exclusion of Jews, this 

does not result in economic disadvantage or poor living conditions as 

compared with the majority group. 

Jews in Northtown earn about the same as majority group members with 

the same education and training. A considerable number of Jews believe 

that some firms in Northtown will not employ them, regardless of qualification; 

there is not sufficient data from employers either to support or refute this 

belief. 

According to both the real estate dealers and the Jews themselves, 

certain residential sections are closed to Jews, but these constitute a 

fairly small proportion of the total area. Jews receive about the same 

quality housing as majority group members paying the same rent. 

There seems to be no problem at all about treatment of Jewish children 

in the public schools. One private school states a policy of limiting the 

number of Jewish students it accepts, and some Jews believe that one other 

private school follows the same policy. 

The practices of public facilities in regard to Jews were not in— 

vestigated, since Jews do not usually have difficulty in gaining access to 

such facilities. 

While the survey shows that Jews are not at a disadvantage economically 

or in basic living conditions, it does not rule out the possibility (and, 

in fact, suggests) that there is some social discrimination, as evidenced 

by exclusion from certain residential areas, and quota systems in one or 

more private schools. 
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FINAL NOTE  

As was hoped, the experience in Northtown has provided the necessary 

basis for preparing a community self-survey manual, which is now being 

written and will soon be available for use by other communities. CCI wishes 

to express its appreciation to the many citizens and organizations of 

Northtown who, by their interest, cooneration and hard work, made possible 

the exnerience on which the manual will be based. Other communities which 

undertake self-surveys with the guidance of the manual will find their task 

easier and their work more efficient because of the experience gained in 

Northtown. 

This report is being submitted to the organizations which sponsored 

the Northtown survey. The Sponsoring Committee has asked that the complete 

findings be left in Northtown, so that they will be available to citizens 

and organizations who want to study the situation further or to change some 

aspects of the situation. Accordingly, all interviews and all tables, 

together with a set of large charts illustrating the findings, have been 

deposited with the Community Council of Northtown. 
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Sampling Procedure 

Kljority group families 

The city directory's listing of all dwelling units and their occupants, 

arranged by streets, was used as the source of information about family units in 

Northtown. In order to secure a representative sampling, the first name in each 

column of the directory was selected. When residents of East Northtown (also in-

cluded in the directory) were eliminated, this gave a sample of about 160 families. 

Since the directory does not indicate race, religion or nationality, this list in-

cluded some Negro and Jewish families. The list was checked by members of Negro 

and Jewish organizations, and families known to be Negro or Jewish were eliminated. 

This left 120 families with whom interviews were assigned, in the expectation that 

about 100 would be completed. Actually, 99 interviews with majority group families 

were secured. 

Negro families 

At the time of the 1940 census, 12% of the population of Northtown were Negroes. 

Since the city directory does not indicate whether families listed are Negro, it was 

necessary to secure this information from other sources. Lists of Negro families 

were obtained from Negro organizations and churches. In addition, a representative 

of one of the Negro organizations went through the city directory and indicated all 

families whom she knew to be Negro, either through personal acquaintance or 

knowledge that all residents of certain blocks are Negro. The resulting list con-

sisted of about 900 families (probably somewhat less than the total Negro population 

of Northtown). From this list, every ninth name was selected, and to this sample of 

about 100 were added the names of Negro families eliminated from the original 

majority group list, giving a working sample of 120. Ninety-eight interviews with 

Negro families were actually secured. 
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Jewish families  

The census does not contain information about religion. The most recent 

reliable information about the Jewish population of Northtown that could be found 

was in the 1937 edition of the American Jewish YearLook, which reported 9% of the 

population of Northtown as Jewish. 

In selecting the Jewish sample, a procedure similar to that for the Negro 

sample was followed. Lists were secured from synagogues and Jewish organizations. 

In addition, a representative of one of the Jewish organizations went through the 

city directory and indicated all families whom she knew to be Jewish. The resulting 

list consisted of about 600 families (probably less than the total Jewish population 

of Northtown). Every sixth name on this list was selected, and to this sample of 

about 100 were added the names of Jewish families eliminated from the original 

rinjority group list. One hundred and three interviews with Jewish families were 

actually secured. 

Paployers 

According to the 1940 census, about 10,000 people are employed in Northtown. 

It vas estimated that interviews with 50 employers, selected to represent all types 

of firms in Northtown, would give an adequate sampling of the total situation. 

This meant that one employer was to be interviewed for each 200 employees. The 

number of firms of different types to be interviewed was determined by the census 

figures on the distribution of the labor force. Thus, the census showed about 

4,600 people employed in manufacturing and industry, so 23 firms of this type were 

selected for interviewing. The census shower. about 2,000 people employea in retail 

trade, so 10 retail etores were selected for iutervie-eing. Similarly, the number 

of employers in other types of business selected fir interviewing correepoaded to 

the proportion of the labor force employed in that tyre of businces. 

In compiling the lists from which representative employers were selected, three 

sources were used: the state industrial directory, the city directory, and a list of 
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locE.1 firms supplied by the Chamber of Commerce. The final sample consisted of I7 

employers, including all Northtown firms employing more than 100 people. Of the 

interviews assigned, 35 were completed. Six employers refused to be interviewed, 

and six interviews were not completed for lack of time on the part of the volunteer 

interviewers. 

Real estate dealers 

On the basis of the city directory and a list of the members of the real 

estate board (both checked by a real estate dealer for up-to-date-ness), there are 

about 50 real estate dealers in Northtown. Every other name was selected from the 

combined list, giving a sample of 25 dealers. Actually, 23 interviews were secured. 

D' cation 

There are in Northtown 13 public schools, one nursery school supported by 

public funds, and (so far as we could determine) five private schools of various 

types. The principals of all these schools were interviewed. 

Public facilities 

The Sponsoring Committee decided to limit the survey of public facilities to 

hotels and restaurants, commercial recreation facilities, and the private practices 

of doctors. 

There are three hotels in Northtown. All three were assigned for interviewing,' 

but the manager of one refused, so that only two interviews were secured. 

According to the city directory, there are about 50 restaurants (including soda 

fountains, etc.) in Northtown. Every fifth one was selected, for a sample of ten. 

The managers of two refused to be interviewed, so eight interviews were secured. 

Only three commercial recreation facilities are listed in the city dir.•ectcry or 

known to members of the Sponsoring Committee or the volunteer interviewers. The 

managers of all three were interviewed. 

The city directory lists about 60 doctors. Every sixth one was selected, for a 

sample of ten, all of whom were interviewed. 
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V. 

Comparison of Weekly Earnings of Negroes and Majority Group 
Members (including both wage earners and self-employed). 

Weekly Earnings* 
Majority 

Number Percent 
Negro 

Number Percent 

0-$30 0 0 8 lo 

$31-60 34 41 64 81 

$61-90 31 37 6 8 

$91-up 18 22 1 1 

Total** 83 100 79 loo 

Before taxes, but after business expenses for self-employed. 

* * Since some interviewees did not answer all questions, these totals are less than 
the total number of respondents interviewed. 
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VI. 

Employment of Negroes during War 

A. Number of firms employing Negroes 

Firms Now Employing Negroes Firms Employing Negroes During War 
Number Percent Number Percent 

21+ 69 29 83 

Total number firms interviewed -- 35 

B. Number of Negro employees 

AT PRESENT DURING WAR 
Total 
Number 
Employees* 

Nurdoer Percent 
Negro Negro 
Employees Employees 

Total 
Number 
Employees* 

Number Percent 
Negro Negro 
Employees Employees 

Manufacturing 3788 328 9 3937 324 8 

Retail 268 11 4 102 5 5 

Commerce 172 7 4 153 7 5 

Public utilities 70 1 1 70 1 1 

Public institutions 353 36 10 288 18 6 

Total 4651 383 8 4541 355 8 

*Firms employing Negroes, but not giving number of Negro employees, are omitted. 

IR 
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VII. 

How Employment Opportunities Look to Negroes  

A. 37 Negro respondents (37% of sample) said they believe there are firms in 

Northtown which do not hire Negroes on the same basis as majority group members. 

They mentioned a total of 79 instances. 

B. Of these 79 instances: 

17 (22%) were based on personal experience. 

62 (78%) were not. 

C. Of these 79 instances: 

17 (22%) were cases in which the respondent believed the firm in question 

does not hire Negroes at all. 

62 (78%) were cases in which the respondent believed the firm in question 

hires Negroes only for certain jobs. 

D. The following table, broken down by type of business, shows the number and per-

cent of all instances given which referred to businesses of each type. 

    

Number of Percent of total 
times mentioned instances mentioned Type of business 

Manufacturing 

Retail 

Commercial 

Public Utilities 

Public Institutions 

   

        

        

    

15 20 

50 63 

5 6 

6 7 

3 4 

79 100% 

 

      

  

Total 

   

      



Number of Percent of total 
firms mentioned firms mentioned 

10 

20 

 

27 

55 

3 8 

2 5 

2 5 

Total 37 100% 

(cont.) APPENDIX 

VII 

E. Some firms were mentioned by more than one respondent. The 79 instances 

referred to a total of 37 employers. The following table, broken down by 

type of business, shows the number of firms mentioned in each category and 

the proportion in each category of the total firms mentioned. 

Type of business 

Manufacturing 

Retail 

Commercial 

Public Utilities 

Public Institutions 



84 100 100 

37 

22 

4 

23 

33 

40 34 
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VIII 

Comparison of Weekly Earnings of Jews and majority Group 
Members (including both wage earners and self-employed). 

Weekly Earnings- Number 

0-$30 0 

$31-60 34 

$61-90 31 

$91-up 18 

Total** 83 

* Before taxes, but after business expenses for self-employed, 

**Since some interviewees did not answer all questions, these totals are lees than 
the total number of respondents interviewed. 

Mhjority Jewish 
Percent Number Percent 
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IX 

Employment of Jews during War 

A. Number of firms employing Jews 

Firms  Now Employing Jews Firms Employing Jews during War 
Number Percent Number Percent 

20 57 24 69 

Total number firms interviewed -- 35 

B., Number of Jewish employees 

PRESENT DURING WAR AT 
Total 
Number 
Employees* 

Number 
Jewish 
Employees 

Percent Total number 
Jewish Number Jewish 
Employees 'Employees* Employees 

Percent 
Jewish 
Employees 

Manufacturing 1049 29 3 1429 47 3 

Retail 233 32 14 227 29 13 

Commerce 14 1 7 27 2 7 

Public Utilities 

Public Institutions 

Total 62 5 78 5 1296 1683 

*Firms not giving number of Jewish employees are omitted. 
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How Employment Opportunities Look to Jews 

A. 36 Jewish respondents (35% of sample) said they believe there are firms in 

Northtown which do not hire Jews on the same basis as majority group members. 

They mentioned a total of 73 instances. 

B. Of these 73 instances: 

13 (18%) were based on personal experience. 

60 (82%) were not. 

C. Of these 73 instances: 

50 (68%) were cases in which the respondent believed the firm in question 
does not hire Jews at all. 

9 (13%) were cases in which the respondent believed the firm in question 
hires Jews only for certain jobs. 

11 (19%) did not specify. 

D. The following table, broken down by type of business, shows the number and per-

cent of all instances given which referred to businesses of each type. 

Type of business 

Manufacturing 

Retail 

Commercial 

Public Utilities 

Public Institutions 

Number of Percent of total 
times mentioned instances mentioned 

Total 

8 11 

8 11 

14 19 

39 53 

4 6 

73 100% 
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E. Some firms were mentioned by more than one respondent. The 73 instances 

referred to a total of 21 employers. The following table, broken down by type 

of business, shows the number of firms mentioned in each category and the 

proportion in each category of the total firms mentioned. 

Number of Percent of total 
Type of business firms mentioned firms mentioned 

Manufacturing 4 19 

Retail 7 33 

Commercial 4 19 

Public Utilities 3 14 

Public Institutions 3 14 

Total 21 10C% 
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XI 

Where Do Negroes Believe They Can Live? 

A. In the family interviews, 47 Negro respondents (49% of sample) said they believe 

there are areas in Northtown into which it is difficult or impossible for 

Negroes to move. They mentioned a total of 98 instances. 

B. Of the 47 respondents who mentioned exclusion: 

6 (13%) reported personal experience of having been refused 

41 (87%) did not. 

C. Of the 98 mentions of exclusion: 

85 (87%) were cases in which the respondent believed it was impossible for 
Negroes to move into the area. 

7 (7%) were cases in which the respondent believed it was difficult, but 
not impossible, for Negroes to move into the area. 

6 (6%) did not specify. 

D. There was considerable duplication of areas mentioned. The 98 instances referred 

to a total of 27 neighborhoods. No neighborhood was mentioned by more than half 

of the 47 respondents. 
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Scale of Housing Quality 

The following items were considered in rating the quality of housing: 

Character of neighborhood 

Location of dwelling unit in building 

Access to building 

Space around building 

Defects in structure.  

Private toilet 

Complete bathroom 

Running water 

Hot water 

Electricity 

Heating 

Cooking stove 

Refrigerator 

Windows. 
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XIII 

Where Do Jews Believe They Can Live? 

A. 67 Jewish respondents (61% of sample) said they believe thore are areas in 

Northtown into which it is difficult or impossible for Jews to move. They 

mentioned a total of 122 instances. 

B. Of the 67 respondents who mentioned exclusion: 

13 (19%) reported personal experience of having been refused 

54 (81%) did not. 

C. Of the 122 mentions of exclusion: 

68 (56%) were cases in which the respondent believed it was impossible for 
Jews to move into the area. 

43 (35%) were cases in which the respondent believed it was difficult, but 
not impossible, for Jews to move into the area.  

11 (9%) did not specify. 

D. There was a good deal of duplication of areas mentioned. The 122 instances 

referred to a total of 10 neighborhoods. Two of these neighborhoods (the same 

two mentioned most frequently by real estate dealers as closed to Jews) were 

mentioned by more than half of the 67 respondents. 



APPENDIX 

XIV 

Items Considered in Judging Quality of Education 

Training of teachers 

Salary range of teachers 

Number of students per teacher 

Number of students per classroom 

Size of classrooms 

Age of school 

Structural defects 

Cleanliness 

Location of school 

Area of school grounds 

Special facilities (library, gymnasium, auditorium, activity rooms) 

Special teachers (art, music, sewing, etc.) 

Extracurricular activities 


